In this study, the sparse sensor placement problem for the least square estimation is considered.
only based on POD which is the most basic data-driven method for reduced-order modeling.
If the data, such as flow fields, can be effectively expressed by a limited number of POD modes, the limited sensor placed at appropriate positions gives us the approximated full state information. This effective observation might be one of the keys for flow control and flow prediction. This idea has been adopted by Manohar et al. [7] , and the sparse-sensor-placement algorithm has been developed and discussed. The idea here is expressed by the following equation:
Here, y ∈ R p , x ∈ R r , H ∈ R p×n and U ∈ R n×r are the observation vector, the POD mode amplitude, the sparse sensor location matrix, and spatial POD modes, respectively. In addition, p, n, and r are numbers of sensor location, degrees of freedom of the spatial POD modes, and the rank for truncated POD, respectively.
The problem above is considered to be one of the sensor selection problems when the POD mode U and strength
x are assumed to be a sensor-candidate matrix and the latent state variables, respectively. The graphical image of the equation above is shown in Fig. 1 .
The optimal sensor placement is an important challenge in the design, prediction, estimation, and control of high-dimensional systems. High-dimensional states can often leverage a latent low-dimensional representation, and this inherent compressibility enables sparse sensing.
For example, in the applications of aerospace engineering, such as launch vehicle and satellite, the optimal sensor placement is an important subject in performance prediction, control of the system, fault diagnostics and prognostics, etc. because of the limitation of the installation, limitation of cost, and limitation of downlink capacity transferring measurement data. Therefore, the study on the optimal sensor placement is valuable in this field. Those sparse point sensors should be selected considering the POD modes. Although compressed sensing can recover a wider class of signals, the benefits of exploiting known patterns in data with optimized sensing is utilized, as similar to the previous study [7] . In this case, drastic reductions in the required number of sensors and improved reconstruction can be expected.
Thus far, this sensor selection problem has been solved by a convex approximation and a greedy algorithm, where the greedy algorithm was shown to be much faster than the convex approximation algorithms. Table   I summarizes a computational complexity based on each calculation methods: the brute-force searching, the convex approximation method, and the greedy algorithm, respectively. The previous study [7] introduced that the greedy algorithm is based on QR-discrete-empiricalinterpolation method [8] , [9] when the number of the sensors is the same as that of state variables and its extension for the least square problem when the number of the sensor is greater than that of state variables. Both convex approximation and greedy algorithm work pretty well for the sensor selection problems. However, in the greedy algorithm, when the number of the sensor is greater than that of state variables, the theoretical background for calculation is not clear and has not been developed in the previous study. Therefore, the present paper introduces a new formulation and presents its monotone submodularity and performance. In a new algorithm, optimal sensors are obtained by QR method until the number of sensors is equal to state variables and, after that, new sensors are calculated by a proposed determinant-based greedy method which is accelerated by both determinant formula and matrix inversion lemma. 
II. Algorithm

A. Previous Greedy Algorithm for Sensors
In the greedy algorithm based on QR decomposition for scalar measurement problem, i-th sensor is chosen
Here, we initialize
and
and p > r sensor conditions, respectively, as did in the previous study [7] . Given i index, the V matrix is pivoted and QR decomposed using newly selected u i . After that, the next sensor is chosen for remaining matrix. The algorithms for p = r and p > r sensors are QR-discreteempirical-interpolation method (QDEIM) and optimized sparse sensor placement as an extension of QDEIM, respectively.
In case of p = r, the optimization is considered to conduct the maximization of determinant of the C matrix to stably solve x vector. The selection of the sensor position is based on maximizing the norm of the corresponding row vector of the sensor-candidate matrix. On the other hand, the calculation algorithm for the condition p > r has already been proposed in the previous study (which corresponds to the use of if p = r then
B. Proposed Determinant-based Greedy Algorithm
Let C k denotes kth sensor-candidate matrix as follows:
where i k and u i k are an index of the kth selected sensor and the corresponding row vector of the sensor-candidate matrix. By extending this sensor-candidate matrix to the pseudo inverse matrix, the following algorithm can be derived straightforwardly. The sensor-selection problem is defined as we know sensor locations of (k−1)th sensor selected thus far. Equation 1 can be solved as x = C + y and divided into two cases:
Here, C is assumed to be a column-full-rank or rowfull-rank matrix. Therefore, the optimization could also be divided into two cases: the maximization of de- they have yet to explain this mathematical background in detail. Therefore, the mathematical background for the maximization of determinant of CC T will be described in the next section. The problem in the case of k > r has been conducted in previous studies [11] [12] , and the proposing objective function in this study (the maximization of determinant of C T C) corresponds to designing the experiment to minimize the volume of the resulting confidence ellipsoid [11] .
In the case of k ≤ r, the step-by-step maximization of the determinant of C k C T k is considered using the greedy method. This objective is the maximization of the determinant of the matrix appearing in pseudo inverse matrix operations, leading to the maximization of confidence intervals. It can be expanded as follows (see, e.g., [13] Algorithm 2 Overview of Determinant-based greedy algorithm for sparse sensor placement for k = 1, . . . , r, . . . , p do if k = 1 then
and, therefore,
In the kth step of sensor selection of the previous QR (or Gram-Schmidt) method and the present method, the following equality is obtained:
and, therefore, the both algorithms are equivalent [7] .
is the projection matrix to the orthogonal compliment space against the already selected sensor vector space, and therefore the absolute value of sensorcandidate matrix in the orthogonal compliment space Although we derive an efficient way to recursively calculate (C k C T k ) −1 used in the algorithm when the new sensor is found and the step number k is incremented, as follows:
where
the total computational speed of the previous QR method is faster than that of the greedy algorithm and the previous QR method is generally chosen for this former part in the condition of k < r except for the validation in the present paper. This algorithm is not straightforwardly used for the practical applications, but the algorithm is described in Alg. 3.
Algorithm 3 Determinant-based greedy algorithm for sparse sensor placement for k ≤ r (corresponds to the previous QR algorithm of p = r) Set sensor-candidate matrix U.
for k = 2, . . . , r do
In case of k ≥ r, the maximization of determinant of C T C is simply considered (see, e.g., [13] for detailed derivation. ).
Therefore,
The complexity of this procedure is only O(r 2 ) for one candidate sensor vector when inverse C T k−1 C k−1 can be computed recursively using inverse matrix lemma when the new sensor is found and the the step number k is incremented, as follows:
Algorithm 4 Determinant-based greedy algorithm for sparse sensor placement for k > r Set sensor-candidate matrix U.
Obtain H o using the previous QR algorithm (or Alg.
3) for the number of the sensors p o = r.
end for
C. Unified Expression for Proposed Algorithm
Here, we can introduce the unified expressions for both cases in which the number of the sensors is less than that of the modes and the number of the sensors is grater than or equal to that of the modes. In this case, the maximization of the term det(C T C + I), here is a sufficiently small number. This objective function is approximately corresponding to ∼ det(C T C) when the number of sensor is greater than or equal to that of the modes. On the other hand, when the number of the sensor p is less than that of the modes r, it becomes
and then the objective function corresponds to the maximization of det CC T + I ∼ det CC T as we did in the previous subsection. Therefore, the approximated objective function is defined to be det(C T C + I) which asymptotically approaches to the maximization of determinant in the limit of goes to 0. Although this function should not be implemented in the computational code because it may includes large round-off error when is sufficiently small to neglect its effects, this approximated function will be used for the proof of submodularity and discussion of the approximation rate in the next session.
III. Submodular functional and approximation rate
The objective function f (S ) = log det(C T S C S + I) is proved to be the monotone submodular function and then the approximation rate of the greedy algorithm is discussed in this section, where S is defined to be the sensor set. The two sensor sets S and T are considered, and the set S is assumed to be a subset of T :
In this condition, the submodular function is defined as follows:
where i is an arbitrary element which satisfies i ∈ T \V. Proof. The C matrices of sensor sets S and T are denoted to be C S and C T , respectively.
The second terms in Eqs.15 and 16 are always positive and the last term in the logarithm of Eq. 16 is always non-positive because the matrix inside between u i and u T i is symmetric and the corresponding quadratic forms should be always positive and non-negative, respectively.
Comparing terms inside the logarithm in Eqs. 15 and 16, we get
and f is a submodular function.
In addition to the submodularity, f is monotone.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary set S and an arbitrary element i ∈ S \V. In this case, 
and this provides the lower bounds of the greedy approximation.
IV. Results and Discussions
The numerical experiments are conducted and the proposed methods are validated. Hereinafter, three different implementations of the greedy methods are compared:
QR, DG and QD methods listed in Table II . Here, the QR method is the greedy method proposed in the previous study [7] , the DG method is the greedy method for the pure maximization of the determinant, and the QD method is the greedy method, the former part of which is replaced by the QR method which is mathematically proved to be the equivalent algorithm to the the greedy method for the pure maximization of the determinant. In addition to greedy methods, a random selection and the convex approximation method [12] are evaluated for the reference. 
A. Random sensor problem
The random sensor-candidate matrices, U ∈ R 1000×r , were set, where the component of the matrices is given by the Gaussian distribution of N(0, 1) in this validation. The random selection, the convex approximation method, QR, DG and QD listed in Table II 
B. NOAA-SST
A data set that we adopt is the NOAA OISST (NOAA-SST) V2 mean sea surface temperature set, comprising weekly global sea surface temperature measurements in the years between 1990 and 2000 [15] . There are a total of 520 snapshots on a 360 × 180 spatial grid ( Fig. 4) . Figure 5 shows the relationship between the estimation error and the number of POD modes, where the estimation error is defined to be the ratio of the difference between reconstructed data and the full observation data to the full observation. In the case of NOAA-SST, the POD modes are truncated and the r = 10 lowdimensional representation are obtained. Figure 5 shows the minimum estimation error is 0.30 in r = 10. We consider the results of the sensor selection problem (The number of sensors, p : 1−20) solved by each method; the random selection, the convex approximation method [12] , QR [7] , DG and QD listed in Table II . The NOAA-SST dataset truncated to the r = 10 POD modes is used in this study. Figure 6 shows sensor positions selected by the random selection, the convex approximation method, QR and QD, respectively in the case of r = p = 10. Note that all sensors of QD locate the same position as that of DG in all cases as well as in the previous random sensor problem. Figure 7 shows the relationship between the estimation error and the number of sensors in POD mode r = 10 for NOAA-SST problem. All estimation errors decreases as the number of sensors increase. In the case of p = 10, three estimation error of QR, DG and QD coincides with each other because all sensor locations are the same as each other. After that (p > r), the estimation errors of both DG and QD are also the same as each other as well as in the random sensor problem. Although the estimation error of QR also decreases as the number of sensors increases, QR cannot select much better sensor positions that DG and QD, which corresponds to the fact that it is not clear in p > r. Figure 8 shows the calculation time of each method for obtaining sensors in each condition. Although the trend in Fig. 8 is the same as that in Fig. 3 , it is noticeable that the calculation time of the convex approximation method is approximately three hours, however, that of QD is just a few seconds with a lower estimation error as well as the computational time for the convex approximation method. According to these results, the proposing method, which called QD in this paper, is shown to be a more efficient method combining the best properties of shorter computational time and more high accuracy sensor selection entirely the number of sensors around that of the POD mode (r = 10). 
Here, u i is expressed by u i :
where P QR k is the projection matrix corresponding to the Gram-Schmidt operator used in Alg. 1. The squared norm of u i of the left-hand side Eq. 25 can be expressed:
On the other hand, the right-hand side of Eq. 25 can be expressed:
Now, we will prove the following equation
and the equivalence for operations of the QR and present methods in the case of k ≤ r expressed in Eq. 22.
If k = 1, the equations are written as:
because both algorithms select the first sensor based on maximizing the norm of the corresponding row vector of U. If k = 2, the equations are expressed as:
(29) Therefore, P QR 2 = P DG 2 in Eqs. 28 and 29. Now, we assume that P n = P QR n = P ⊥ n .
If k = n + 1, the equations are expressed as:
See in Appendix B for detailed derivation. Here, w n = u i P n (33)
Assuming nth sensors selected up to k = n are the same, the projection matrices for selecting the (n + 1)th sensor are equal to each other, and the row norms calculated at k = n + 1 are the same each other from Eqs. 31 and 31.
Therefore, the equivalence of operations of QR and DG is proved in the case of the number os sensors:1 ≤ k ≤ r.
B. Derivation of P
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